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[ music playing in the background ]

[ Yun ] Hi there, i’m Yun Lee.

[ Rae ] And i’m Rae Parnell.

[ Yun ] And we're the hosts of BARTALK.

[ Rae ] BARTALK is a lecture performance and storytelling series that usually
takes place in different bars in The Hague and sometimes also online as a
podcast. Each of our podcast seasons has a different theme, featuring one
guest per episode offering their unique perspectives.

[ Yun ] The theme of our third BARTALK podcast season is parties. In this
season, we asked our guests what makes a good party, what politics reveal
themselves on the dance floor, and what systems of care and connection do
we find when we zoom into crowds in the club.

[ Rae ] It has been almost a year since the last party. We are so hungry for
this energy, so hungry that we decided to make an entire podcast season out
of it. So we're kicking off the season with Bogomir Doringer singer and artist,
curator and researcher.

[ Yun ] We invited Bogomir Doringer because of his ongoing artistic PhD
research called I Dance alone, which observes clubbing from a bird's eye view
as a mirror of social and political change. Through this, he investigates
collective and individual dynamics of the dance floor. He's conducting this
fascinating research at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna. He's also the
curator of Nxt Museum, that's NXT in Amsterdam.

[ Rae ] So in this episode, we're going to ask Bogomir about crowds, social
and political links on the dance floor. And why people dance in times of
urgency.

[ Yun ] Hey, Bogomir, thank you so much for coming all the way from
Amsterdam.



[ Bogomir ] Hello.

[ laughing ]

[ Bogomir ] Sorry, there there was only the body gestures, no voice. So now
with the voiceover: Yeah, hello. Actually, thanks for taking me out of
Amsterdam. I mean, in terms of COVID, like, I'm so happy to travel. Yeah.

[ Yun ] Have you been outside of Amsterdam?

[ Bogomir ] I went to do a workshop for the design Academy. And that was
like, wow, like it was a miracle. Like end of November.

[ Yun ] Okay.

[ Bogomir ] Yeah, I don't leave that often except by bicycle. But this included
train so..

[ Yun ] Well, we appreciate it.

[ Bogomir ] Yes.

[ Rae ] Okay. So since 2014, you've been researching club culture by filming
dance floors all around the world. And so you've been looking into this
question, can clubbing as a subculture be observed as a micro environment to
find out what patterns of behavior on a dance floor can reveal about wider
cultural and socio political systems? It's a very long sentence. This research
has turned into several other projects, including exhibitions, screenings,
workshops and talks. So we actually wanted to start a little bit before your
research, what types of parties did you go to when you were growing up?

[ Bogomir ] So I think I would always say I started going out when I was 15.
But now thinking I actually was going out since I was born, because we do
dance a lot in Serbia and Yugoslavia. So collective dance is something that
you just grew up with. So you do it at home with my mom on her high heels in
with like, 80s makeup, but we also do it on weddings, and it's super
embarrassing, but everybody does it. And an interesting thing is that, that
embarrassment was okay. And now I always think like, Oh, yes, Serbia was



everybody's dancing. But when you go back, people don't dance. So there is
this global shame around the body in a movement and dancing. So I always
thought like, you know, it's different there. It's not it's just globally we have this
problem that the bodies don't move that much, but I will come back to that
later. So what's the interest? So yes, so you know, I would climb on a table
and like, look what adults are doing and then exaggerated or like, you know,
they would break a glass, I would break plates. So it was also I think, as a kind
of, like, obviously queer kids, you know, like, it was an opportunity for stage for
doing drag before drag and like etc. So, and then I moved to suburb from city
center.

I ended up in a neighborhood where I just, you know, you had friends and you
could hang around, but it just felt that I'm different. They're different, and I
couldn't really figure out why. So I decided to do my school definitely further
from that neighborhood, which was a very conscious decision at the age of
six. So I was like, This is not my neighborhood. This is not my school, I want
to go to that school. And by doing that, I made a big step because I got more
exposed to other kids that were similar. To me that had a different interest that
will may be more weird, but actually, it was great, more creative instead of
angry and like. So by doing that, I actually started finally touching back to the
city center where all the clubs were. And that was very important to find the
place where I feel comfortable, to let my dance develop and grow. Because for
me, by being able to dance, I was being able to free to move, by being free to
move, I was being able free to identify and decide, or grasp myself fully,
particularly my sexuality. So I started dancing in a club called Industrija, which
was like a techno club, and especially during the 90s, it was important place
because it was political opposition. So you had like, Yugoslavia was falling
apart, you had the wars, we had this collective trauma, you had Bosnia,
Serbia, and it's, and even this feels weird, but it was important for youth, and
for the generation that got lost in that war, to have a place to collectively
dance. And by doing that dance, you also practice your political stand,
because you're indirectly showing middle finger to the government. And
during the 99, during bombing of Belgrade, [ music + crowd ] [ sound of
demonstration ] all the clubs and culture were for free. So you would wake
up at like nine o'clock, and I would tell my mom, okay, I'm going out. But
actually,   we would gather in a techno club and dance. Or we would go to
watch Velvet Goldmine movie for free or like... so the importance of culture
and time crisis is something that there was also very important for me. And I
think, for my work as well, so that why and how culture can heal or how
important is now in terms of Corona and then you think, where the fuck is



culture, it's not there, it's on hold. So I'm sorry, but it's wrong. That's where you
need. It's not to accommodate. It's not comfort, it's to help to assist to support
humans, basically. So that empowerment of collective body through culture
and through participation and through dance, eventually grew into political
protest, which started on streets, it was moving from street to club, from club
to street, and EXIT music festival that is now like one of the biggest
commercial music festivals in Novi Sad in Serbia, originally was a student
protest. [ music + crowd ] [ sound of demonstration ] So it's clear. I mean,
there's no question how dance can be political, definitely socially important.
But that's something that we tend to forget. And it's okay, doesn't have to be
always political. But it's interesting to make youth conscious about different
ways of moving body and what it means to move. And, yeah.

[ Yun ] And to also trace those histories is so important.

[ Bogomir ] Yeah, and it was so nice to actually, the space was not
particularly for one group, it was for everyone who want a different future. And,
you know, you could say it was a fight, but it was also fear, because, you
know, we were minority, I mean, the large population of Yugoslavia was into
guns and fighting, and you know, listening terrible music and the value is
dropped down, like and it was also in this collective body, you feel as scared.
So you, you actually empower yourself. And another element is that by
dancing in terms of bombs, you actually might die, but you want to die in that
state of ecstasy, you don't want to die hiding under the ground alone. So it's
also like a timeline between empowerment, fear, life and death. Yeah.

[ Yun ] Yeah, so from that very intense backdrop. Tell us the background story
of I Dance Alone, from there, from this background, what sparked your interest
in observing dance floors?

[ Bogomir ] So yeah, you leave one dance floor and you move to another
country for better future and you know, and you open you want to learn you
want to experience and then I came to Amsterdam to read for the Academy,
and I was my first question was like, where do you go out? You know, and I
thought that the other students will be in the same mode, that importance of
clubs is something that is important for youth. Then half of the answer was
like, Oh, I don't go out. Like Okay, why not? I was like, Oh, yeah, like not into
it. That was already very big difference between Belgrade when when you like
us talk about films and you talk about where you go out like these are like the
entrance point to the communication. Then I realized, okay, well, I need to find



my clubbing crew somewhere outside of the art academy, which is also very
weird because art academies are always about dancing like you know, like not
in that moment. And then I got invited to this Sensation White Party, which is
like everybody's dressed in white. And it's in football stadium, and it was in
Arena in Amsterdam. And it's like, 1000s of people like very, it's very locally
popular, but it's also like people come from other places. So I was like, Oh my
god, it's gonna be a rave, like 1000s of people. But I didn't know much about
Sensation. And for reason, it wasn't in my frame, and for a reason. But I was
like, okay, let's do it. So I went there, and you know, it's a stadium full of
people. I was like, Okay, this is definitely not my music. But let's watch. And
you could sit on a very high position. So I was I was actually in like a VIP area,
because a friend was DJing.

[ sounds of crowds + techno music ]

So I could have this area of view, like bird like view, and then look into the
crowd. And the crowd has better financial situation than any crowded a
witness till the end, better drugs in their pocket. And, you know, amazing
sound system, terrible music, but whatever, we're not going to discuss the
taste, but they don't move. So what are you doing on a rave or on a big party,
if you're not dancing? What's the okay, I mean, understand, maybe ecstasy
knock you down, but still, you know, like, give a sign of life, or like, so I feel
like this is so weird. And then I became obsessed with the idea to document
that. And the first idea was, attach the camera, whatever, for the camera that,
but you know, then I looked up and I looked all these cables and equipment
and financial frame around it. And it was clear to me, this is gonna take me
many years till I attached the first camera, because it wasn't just about the Hi,
there was also how large network and financial support and how how do you
get that perspective? So first camera was attached in 2014. And another
question that I had was, are these people dancing together? Or are they
actually dancing alone? And then, of course, we immediately reflect to
yourself, so am I dancing alone when I'm in clubs, or do I dance with people?
And I remember that I do dance a lot alone.

So then I thought, well, that's quite an interesting perspective of collective
individualism. But also, will my dance change how the environments change?
So also, like trying to really more think about what dance does to me? And
why is it so important? And then from there to bring that to others? So I kept
on dancing. And I realized that yes, there's like 1000s of crowds and electronic
music scene is great and big. And it doesn't matter who is playing music, it



really matters what are the values of the space you're entering, and what's the
context and aim and, and how conscious his body about what it means to
move or not being able to move. So that kind of started the project. Yeah.

[ Yun ] Right, yeah, so we watch some of this footage that you took, and it's all
from above, there's no music, you just see the lights, and you see all these
crowds moving around. And it's super fascinating. I mean, because you never
see yourself from that angle at all. And it's just, I mean, to explain to our
audience, we're looking at different dance floors from an aerial view.

Some of them are shot from a wide angle, sometimes zooming in on a group,
or even just one person. And sometimes in one sparsely populated area of a
dance floor, you can see maybe 20 people in groups of two or five doing their
own thing over time breaking apart and reforming, or sometimes just
spreading out. And after a while you start seeing these patterns. It's like
looking into a kaleidoscope or watching molecular activity under a microscope.
And each scene captures a different club. So what's beautiful is that all this
footage, it's silent. But each dancefloor for has a unique energy and a unique
pattern. So how did you choose these clubs in the shots? What kinds of
dances do you see?

[ Bogomir ] It was so nice to actually listen! I like yeah,  I'm in-  from
goosebumps to feeling shy, but also, yeah, I could cry. Well, I mean,
everything you describe is everything that I would see without the camera. So
for me, the choice of how this camera will be used was really important.
Because, you know, of course, you can have 1000s of cameras on the ground
and extra light but like having that do not disturb the dynamics in a way to to
allow that vulnerability. So basically, I would always start with a wide shot, so
then in post production I'm zooming in. And I would zoom in to be able to
research or like I work with Rafael Kozdron, we would flip the image upside
down, because sometimes you don't see things because there is this theory of
what is on the right side is more dominant and important. So then I would
change the hierarchy of image to all the time allow everyone to be visible
somehow. And but why was doing that it was because I thought, if the crowd
start moving, again, if we again enter in Netherlands in these wild dances,
there will be a reason social political urgency around it. So for me, that crowd
wasn't moving a lot was not like, Oh, I'm just going to go and look for the
crowd.



I think crowds need context that crowds need to react on something, and
individuals as well. So you need to translate something through the dance, is it
sexual desire? Is it anger? Is it frustration? Is it a joy, like you're sort of using
movement to non verbally communicate something. And another theory was
that crowds are like clouds, you know, when you see clouds coming your way,
something is happening. And it can be a nice weather, but it can also be a bad
weather. So I started, of course, like also reading like, you know, how crowds
create itself and how they disperse and what it means to be part of the crowd
and why you need it and sometimes you don't need it. And so how people fear
the crowd, but how they also look for a crowd, especially now with Corona is
like, you know, it's very interesting, like, Where is your crowd? Are you into
conspiracy theory or like you need others to handle this situation, it's not any
longer that individualism is heating high because it we are collectively on hold.
So it's very interesting that the importance of crowds now is globally
understood and importance of freedom to move as well, yeah. But to go back
to the question, could you started, could you?

[ Yun ] Oh yes of course. How did you choose these clubs and these shots?
And what types of dances did you see?

[ Bogomir ] Well, I always, of course, wanted to document the crowds that I
thought was the most amazing, but to get permissions was impossible. So for
example, I really wanted to document Berghain in Berlin at that time, we're
talking about, you know, like, I was dancing, there are a lot from 2007 to 2015.
But it's not easy so then I was like, open, of course, to also practice. And the
first party that I recorded was the gay party called Funhouse, which is man
only, and like topless shirtless, pumped, man, a lot of testosterone and like...

[ Yun ] I think we saw that one.

[ Bogomir ] Yeah, and the music was actually it's not important. I mean, it's
important, but not for the decision. So it was like a first try out. And it was
perfect. [ sound crowds + techno music ] The rigging, you know, there are a
lot of like things, it seemed like we have here, we all need all these cables,
instruments, everything needs to work. So you really need to be technically
prepared. And I got that footage for Christmas 2013 2014, I think. And I just
realized it totally doesn't matter if I'm into the party or into the crowd. It's just
every crowd is fascinating on itself. And there are all these dances and they
have all different functions from sexual, spiritual, activist, martial, copper
competitive, no movement, there's just like, you need to look into the crowd.



And you need to try to understand what this crowd is communicating. And that
became a main drive, like look into people and say what they're moving for.
And by doing that, you can also recognize social political issues that needs to
be addressed.

So if you start looking into crowds like that, you don't need to wait for Trump to
be elected to speak about inclusivity, diversity, sexual harassment, like any it's
all there, if you just go out and you look and what's interesting about clubs is
that it shows things that you don't see daily that easily. It mixes the groups that
are not necessary in the same line. And that's the good club. The good club is
the place where you allow all these different economies, different migrations,
people who don't speak language to communicate. So basically by looking for
crowds, looking crowds in that way, I started also deciding where I would
travel and also when you go out to news city a new country. For me, I do two
things, check public transport, you immediately know like, where you are, like
how comfortable you are, what works, what doesn't and you go to dance. And
you immediately know, what is the situation? So who is on the dance floor?
Who has access to find joy, pleasure? Who is invited? Who is not, what are
the dope policies, you can scan cities very fast in that way, Manhattan versus
Sao Paolo Amsterdam versus, so you don't need to like have this book guides
and museums telling you where you are, I mean, like, it's like a very particular
environment.

So then I just started like, documenting a lot of places that I was not into, by
preparing actually to find those places that I'm into. And those places I'm into
are places where I would enter and I would feel 360 degrees free. So that
vulnerability, that freedom, that drop of ego and by doing that I discovered
Bassiani in Georgia. And actually three years later, they had their revolution
where they danced in front of Parliament. So it really it's it's kind of hard to
explain. But by watching crowds you can predict, or you can announce, or you
can sense a lot of things that become mainstream, like a few years later, we
tend to non consciously, sometimes consciously give signs of restlessness,
insecurities, and so you just need to look like I mean, and that's the problem.
Nobody really looks. Once you explain how you look at things, then people
start looking so that's another thing that it's interesting like to speak about this
topic took 10 years now is like already, political dance social engagement.
This is something that now new generation has in their perspective. So things
change as well.

[ Yun ] Yeah, for sure.



[ Bogomir ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] What was your favorite dance for to watch was it was Bassiani?

[ Bogomir ] Bassiani was wonderful, because first It reminded me of 90s in
Belgrade, that I was too young to well, well, it was also technology wasn't
there, you couldn't document it. So it gave me those butterflies, those
memories, but also the hospitality of the people who don't speak necessarily
English, but the way how they non verbally allow to share the space how
curious they are, how generous they are, how happy and grateful they are to
have that opportunity to dance together in that very strange geographical
position you know, like you have a dominant Russia, you have a wars that just
keep on going the country's getting compressed by Russia because the
Russians is taking territory so you're not to think like what it means for those
people to dance.

It's just like, like 1000s of different, and then how different was the club from
public space because actually, the ego would be left at the wardrobe. And
that's the best club is the club where your ego goes with a jacket and then you
just disperse and also like how important for these people to practice their
daily life they need to do this dance together so it's not just a gay club it's
actually everything you have like a trans sex workers you have like a really
tough macho orthodox guys like doing like Doom Doom Doom you know like
the so it's and the aim of club is to make these people dance together so it's
not this EU division between this and that and you know question there is for
applications like taking box. It's like let's first we'll dance together and then we
will think about but you know by allowing to dance with those that may be daily
you don't meet you actually start getting familiar and interested.

So that Bassiani melted me and then Bassiani took over my love from
Berghain because Berghain became a lot about ego. And I understand every
every city every culture, every country has their own ritual and every ritual is
has a certain aim. And yeah that ritual can be for selling Heineken beer or it
can be for pumping up the sale of DJ bookings like Berghain became. It can
also be for having as many cocks as you want. Like you know it can also be
worshipping of, gods or goddesses. But it can also just be about actually
changing city and country and uniting people. Call and so yeah, this is all
legitimate. Yeah.



[ Rae ] Yeah, while you're talking about all of these different places that you
were going, so we were wondering, what are the similarities and differences
that you sort of observed?

[ Bogomir ] Well, yeah, that basically there is a global problem, that there are
issues that are not just Dutch or German or Brazilian or American, there's just
there is this sort of announcement of collective crisis. There is the issue of
gentrification in every city, there is this issue of race, hate, rich and poor, like
you know, and you could just see how crowds in a similar way deal with these
things like so for example, in Brazil, in Sao Paulo, you have like all these fancy
clubs, but then you have security behind you all the time tracking you. And it's
really, it's very tiring to be observed constantly. So then, and then also, like, if
you're a person of color in Brazil, for example, I mean, you can't go to certain
neighborhoods, because you immediately get stopped by police or security.

So to witness that in a clubs, you can sense that. So then you had this total
opposition like Mamba Negra Party, which is like queer collective, and I ended
up in this car with some strangers, and then they were like, Oh, fuck the club
called The Edge. And then let's move to this party. So we ended up in this
really deteriorating building, but you know, like, you can't witness that in
Europe anymore. That's like, it's, it's like, it's turning into powder. So it's like,
you've kind of like it very, very particular, like really old building. And then
inside of that building, you had like thousands of people dancing, with all these
broken breaks and views, and homeless people being employed to sell drink
or run toilets and a lot of like, girls DJs, because it's also very macho. It's very
masculine. So that was like an  statement as well. So yes, so but then you
would see the same thing happening in Germany as well, which is like the
research that was came from Austria, that one DJ is all it's like, 99%, guys,
and then one DJ has to be like a hot chick DJ that gets booked in one year. So
that research also affected even the bookings in Netherlands and so you
could see this, but for me, we're talking about let's say nightlife, entertainment,
industry, club culture, but the same things we're today addressing in
institutions in politics. So yes, it's an irrelevant night life, little clubs,
underground holes that nobody cares about, but they were ahead of their time
in a sense of starting the discourse and speech and fights. And so those
places are really important in a kind of almost collective hygiene. It's not just
the day, it's day and night, our lives are at the moment, 24 hours, maybe that
changes if the government's decided to manipulate our time perception again.
But like, we are, it's one cycle. And that is day and night, both are equally
important for, and then...



[ sound from news clip of rave revolution in Georgia. Man yells through
loudspeaker while people cheer in the background) [BBC reporter]
within hours, thousands of people had taken to the streets to stand up
for their freedom to express themselves. (cheering, whistles from the
crowd) [BBC reporter] and soon, the protest took the form of a rave
(cheering continues, techno beat starts playing]

[ Bogomir ] Yeah, I mean, the revolution happened in Georgia, and one week
later anti fascist protest in Berlin [ protest sounds fade in ], where like a lot
of music festivals and clubs gathered in anti fascist protest [ music fades in
on top of the protest sounds ], which for Germany, nothing strange. Anti
fascist practice was always connected to club culture. That may be strange,
here or in some other countries. But anti fascism is something that since the
Nazis happened, it stays as part of the constant fight. Nothing is taken for
granted in a way. And then you could see that wave and eventually, even in
the Netherlands, you know, Amsterdam dance event, started doing talks on
this topic, etc.

[ calm electronic music fades in ]

And what was the most interesting is that since refugee crisis started, Europe
started dancing again, wild so those bodies that did not move, started moving
once, that sort of, you know, it's a mix of things you don't know how to deal
there is again, awareness that there is a new migration happening again, this
fear of the otherness, but also you, you also have dance floors that are more
welcoming refugees. So you need to dance together, you need to learn to live
together to be together. So the dance floor the important place, so you could
see how Vienna changed how Germany started changing. And even if maybe
migration is not that big in Netherlands, you feel this pressure coming, you
hear the news, you get this vibration and the body started reacting.

[ Yun ] That's insane listening to you talk about this and drawing these kinds
of links because my next question was really about how do you conduct this
research, but this is it's. You're looking at events, significant events that are
happening in relation to how people are moving, and when you're talking
about the the refugee crisis, and... that is also when I noticed that I was going
out a lot more in the Netherlands, because before that I didn't feel..



[ Bogomir ] Clubbing, got pretty much boosted up in times of refugee crisis.
So we're talking like 2010, whatever. And then you started like 2000, like 2014
2015 2016 2017 2018, and then also this need for carnivals. This need for a
celebration of life, this need to spend this need to get glitter. It's also showing
off, which is a sign of like, you know, how long can you show off as well,
because clubbing is also that is like, you know, you have all kinds of dressing
up and like more drugs and more drinks and more sex more, more more.
That's also a sign of announcement of something is not going right. Because
how long can we run on the like, you know, the bodies get exhausted.

So if you're boosting yourself up constantly, there is a exhaustion coming. And
carnivals and festivals are often sign of you know, they're like a sort of this
grotesque, insisting on celebration of so mething, but then what are we
celebrating? And then you could have festivals in 2004, or 5 too, but why
they're sold out all the time, because audience wants it. So then the question
goes back, why does the audience wants it? What do these places provide to
people that they need so much? You know, if I go out constantly, every week,
and then I'm looking, I'm seeking for something, I'm transforming, I'm
spending, I'm wasting whatever is the word I'm investing as well. So why do I
do that? Because I have something that I'm dealing with as well, which is
totally fine. But it's like, it's like everybody says, like, music festivals exploded.
But in order for music festival exploded, you need an audience that wants you
to explode. Because I could also decide I don't want to spend on music
festivals, we can decide. But we want it so why? Yes, so so Europe started
dancing with the refugee crisis. And it was not any longer just Berlin, as Berlin
was, of course important, but always to look at how to do things. But then it
just started like growing and then the music industry started boosting
electronic music industry. Because we needed it. And that's now interesting to
think why we need it.

[ music continues playing in the background ]

[ Rae ] Okay so we were also really looking to your research and your
interviews. We were very blown away. Always very elegant.

[ Bogomir ] Always did they look like a like a kind of grotesque.

[ laughing ]



[ Rae ] Yeah, I mean, in your interviews, you also you're very poised, and then
meeting you now you're much more loose and like, silly. I think.

[ Bogomir ] Yeah well I think the I think well, depends from hospitality. Yeah.
So there are no cameras.

[ laughing ]

[ Rae ] Yeah, so we looked a lot into your research and we have a lot of
questions that came from it. But obviously, we don't have a lot of time. So we
kind of have a rapid fire segment where we just want to ask you to expand on,
like three things that you were talking about.

[ Yun ] Just phrases.

[ Rae ] Yes, okay, so one thing that you talked about is the club as a fight. So
could you expand on that?

[ Bogomir ] Yes. So in order for dance to grow or in order for movement to
happen, one needs a space to practice. You can go to clubs and practice your
fight like Bassiani. So you can say okay, this space is a space for creating
political opposition, and you go to that space and you practice that. And then
the sentence is also connected to what people that are interviewed from
Bassiani said about, we don't go to Bassiani, to forget we go to Bassiani to
make a plan how to make a change. So it's a really very conscious decision.
It's very clear aim, this place is placed for action, this place is placed for
political opposition. So the agenda is clear and that's why it also manifested
itself, so clearly.

[ Rae ] You were talking about arranging relationships of difference on the
dance floor. You were talking about that earlier, but can you speak more on it.

[ Yun ] This was about Bassiani, I remember.

[ Bogomir ] Yeah, so but it's interesting because it's about how do you
multiply bodies that you want to empower. But also, when you make a party,
how do you make a good party or you know, you know, you need a little bit of
this little bit of that, you know, who to invite, you know, who to maybe not
invite. So you have some kind of plan, like, but another thing is that also, if you
want, let's say the club to be for vulnerable, you need to first welcome



vulnerables, like, so you need to let the space belong to that group. It's again
about hospitality, so if I enter a club, and the security treats me in a certain
way, and then I need to pay for toilet, and then I need to get coins, and then I
need to have this and that and I'm being monitored, I don't give a fuck was
playing the music, I'm clearly implemented in some kind of system that is not
about me. It's not about us, it's about them. So I'm entering an unwelcome
space.

So hospitality is something that is super important and the Netherlands is
terrible in doing it, in clubs, and in many other places. And I'm sorry, like, but
that gesture of hospitality is something that manifested itself through the
bodies and on bodies. Another thing is, like, if you put me in a system where
I'm supposed to be high on five pills, so that I can consume more water and
drink more, and then you oppress me, then I come home with a squeeze body
with muscles that are squeezed, not relaxed, so you're actually abusing my
body for sake of your own gain. So that is very important, so the values that
we set up at the table before the party starts are the values that need to
resonate through the color of light, through temperature, in space, through the
music, through the way how people are welcome treated, etc, etc, through
ways how security moves through the space. So if you want to run proper
clubs, you need to first be a good host and then everything else happens
yeah.

[ Yun ] Amen.

[ Bogomir ] Yeah.

[ Rae ] You also talked about parties as spaces where activism and spirituality
are coming together.

[ Bogomir ] Yes, so you could say, okay, I want this ritual to be for me being
famous, let's say, or you could say I want this ritual to be for us selling more
beer again. But you could also say, I want people to feel enlightened and free.
And, you know, I want them to, to realize some things to learn some things. So
again, it's about those two agendas are for me very interesting when it's
spiritual and activist because those spaces are the most rare. We often speak
about clubs as a church, but then I'm like, well, okay, but then show me that
vulnerability like that. Show me that state of bliss. So, I spoke to different
people who start like Dimitri Hegemann, who started a club Tresor in Berlin in
end of 80s. And he grew up as a hippie, and he was always into spiritualism,



but then he ended up in Berlin, so he opened the techno club. But then I
spoke to people who were like, on the psychedelic scene, which was more
about psychedelics. And in a way, these two scenes started from a same
intention, but they evolved, developed differently, because one is happening in
urban environment and different law regulations. And one is happening more
in nature. But they all started from the same point and that spiritualist and
activist ideas and I think now it's time that they merge together. And that's I
think, interesting thing, I understand that some places cannot be as
comfortable as we're asking because of the law, because of the rent, because
of the regulations. So also, it the way how we behave or how we move is also
influenced by the environment in which we are moving. So I understand that in
order to have such a free crazy spaces, you also need to fight a lot of other
bureaucratic issues.

But it's important to go back to what was the original intention or aim of this
project. You know, like as an artist, how often applications change your way of
working because you're constantly formulating it for the bureaucracy. So it's
really important to keep those values as a priority, and then you can deal with
all the other restrictions. And another thing why festivals grew not just the
Netherlands in other countries is because it was so difficult to get permissions
in a club to run clubs, so so for example, clubs in Netherlands were closing it's
four o'clock in the night. So festivals became an alternative model that you can
run through the day and have longer duration, experience and more. So it's
also all these models are, it's not that there is like a bad person behind it it's
also that we just move within the space that is given impossible and some
people are more creative than others, and some are driven by this or that. But
it's yeah, it's it's..

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] Alright, our last question before we go to the audience questions. In
one interview, you were saying we tend to look at dance superficially. How
would you like people to see the dance floor through your work?

[ Bogomir ] Yeah, we tend to look at the dance superficially, because that's
what what, what church wanted from us what government wanted from us, it's
all about, again, going back to body. So the way how we are raised with our
bodies, or how we move, it's influenced by culture, by religion, by education.
And it's all about separating bodies, so these bodies are better than those
bodies, their bodies are employed, these bodies are high class, these bodies



are not these bodies are our working class, slavery in itself has the same. So
it's also like that, in order to create a powerful, collective body, you need to
create the otherness in a way as well. So in order for bodies to be free, so
even now, if you think when you go to work, let's say in a suit, you need to
perform that body in a suit. So what's interesting about clubs, I can get off my
suit, and I get out of that performance and I can move in a very unpredictable
ways, and I discovered some kind of other bodies, and together with other
bodies, that's what's very important. So to bring reference to this, that it
doesn't sound too crazy and like a conspiracy theory. So Kelina Gotman
studied phenomena of the choreomania, which was this unexplainable dances
that took place through history, also in the Netherlands, and in Switzerland,
and through the Europe. And she realized that they were always described as
the possession by devil and demons, but the books were always written by
church. And then slowly those books started being written by medical experts
in a 19th century. So were non dances that would not be performed by rules
would be considered a craziness. So if you think of, I always use the example
Titanic, so Kate Winslet, Leonardo DiCaprio.

[ classical music from clip of Titanic fades in ] Kate Winslet is posh, she's
on top floor, she goes to dinners, everything is boring as hell proper, where
she goes? She goes down to the working class to the basement to do the
crazy dance and spin and let the voice out [Irish folk music plays from clip
of Titanic]  [Rose] I don't know the steps. [Jack] Neither do I, just go with
it. Don't think! [ laughter. Music fades out ]

So dance is a form of liberation from old those oppressions was always used,
19th century 20th century rave culture, hippie movement, hip hop, cramping,
name it all those dances are a way for people to get their bodies back from
certain oppression. I mean, the dances are always connected to resistance.
Even the obsession with coupling, which is deemed that the people who are
up so that they made so that the population grows. It's also interesting to see
like what the dances are introduced at what time so they also strategies about
military dances a way of synchronizing into one to perform an action. So these
are things that we know but we're forgetting.

[ music fades in ]

[ Rae ] Cool, okay, so we have some lovely questions from our audience. The
first is from Danny who is living in The Hague, and he wants to know, for those



who miss dancing in the clubs as a form of therapy, do you have anything to
say them? Or do you have any advice for them?

[ Bogomir ] Well, I guess a lot of us do dance at home alone. I mean, I
actually stopped last few years because I did become more aware it was
different when you start doing research, like you're somehow, you also judge
yourself more more hard. So, but yeah, I mean, this is what we all do, like
most of us, so but it's interesting to also think what is the difference between
dancing on your own and whether you're aware, but another thing is that the
growth of like in Berlin, for example, overdoses or suicides, it's much higher
since Corona started. And it became clear that for a lot of people nightlife is
actually a necessity to, to cope with certain things. So this is why it's not just
the night economy it's not Just all clubs are not like prostitution and casinos
and entertainment.

Like it's also these places have also extra extra important role in keeping us
sane as well. Yeah, it's tough. But I think also, if the government doesn't really
come up with some better plans, we will see a rise of lot of illegal raves and I
think it's already starting. Because when the crowd doesn't have space to
practice, togetherness, or it tends to go on streets, or it tends to go wild and
aggressive. Football games are the same as clubs, they're a way for people to
release this. Another body, another screen. Yeah. And I mean, it's interesting
to think about virtual reality as a space that came in as a kind of practicing of
being together. They also like parties and I have to say, it does work in a
sense that you're doing body. It's hard, like if people didn't experience VR, but
you do really feel another body, you do feel being in this space you do. So it's
sort of interesting how that free space and togetherness is entering through
new media at the moment, especially actually during the corona. Yeah. But
yeah, so Danny, hold on, or actually, Danny and don't, hold on, just practice
that dance and show it to us very soon. Yeah, so friends who live in China who
were in lockdown in February already when they went out because China is
dancing. Russia dancing, Ukraine is dancing too, New Zealand I don't know if
they're really dancing that much but yeah, they can. So that first party I was so
curious to get the videos so the sound of the scream was not like Whoo, it was
like literally (loud scream), came from from another drawer. Yeah. Sorry, I
couldn't resist.

[ laughing ]

[ Yun ] I can only imagine.



[ Yun ] Because it's, you know, there. It's like, if you think about scream, it's
like, you know, sometimes you get like alarm because it's a dangerous
sometimes you're just like, whatever. Well, this scream really came from deep,
deep down. So I'm very curious how the dance will look like, once it's possible.
But if not illegal, raves will happen and we just got to witness a lot of that,
because I think people are also quite, they need to move. Yeah, so..

[ Yun ] Yeah, so anonymous asks, do you see differences in how people
interact on different types of parties, depending on the music?

[ Bogomir ] Yes, of course. For example, student party on Thursday with pop
hit compares to drum and bass or hip hop, or, I mean, of course, music is very
important. And again, the responsibility of hospitality is also on DJs and those
who play music. So good DJs know how to cook the soup, like, you know, you
know how you if you want crowd to get flirty, you know, you'd know or you
don't know, if you don't know, then you are not a good DJ. So you know, like,
it's a dramaturgy. It's like you need to there is a suspense there is a character
introduction, there is embodiment there is like catharsis and for me, I think
catharsis  is also often that something that is taken out of the dance floors,
because of this obsession that it just keeps on going forever, because of the
economy model where you can just party forever till you drop dead, but clubs,
keep on living. I think exhaustion is an important part of the club culture, but
also the silence is equally important. So yes, the music definitely changes that
and yeah, you know, you're you have DJ sets that don't allow you to join if you
don't have energy, because it's so fast, and that's fine. So it's also about yeah,
I mean, different music. And also, I often hear like, Oh, this music is not for us,
like because it's like, I don't know, like, I right wing music or like it's too
nationalist.

The interesting thing is that even electronic music has still that agenda
sometimes so it's like not about it's really again, coming from who is playing
and the crowd is vulnerably exposed to somebody for manipulation, or
creation. Yeah, the dramaturgy of a DJ set is very important. You know, when
you go to after parties and people are just plugging in their iPads or iPhones
and you just freak out because you can't get it right mode. Yeah, and we were
super sensitive to that so like one right sound can gather as old. It's also
interesting in the footage, you see how when the DJ set drops out how people
start leaving to go to toilet, and then you have this moment where everybody



comes back, which is of course, because even from a distance you can send
that vibration, and that gathers you into the one sort of bouncy body.

And I think repetition is also of course, interesting the beat, no words. So for
example, when Dimitri Hagerman open Tresor in Berlin, he was very
conscious that the music that will unite the East and West Berlin should not
have words and should come from Detroit. So he started bringing
underground resistance, which is a collective of yeah, mostly like guys in their
60s now. So like, yeah, they actually identified themselves as African
Americans so like a lot of, and again, it was called underground resistance,
which was like a protest, it was like an activist gesture. So that's the music that
became a model for uniting East and West Berlin repetition. So when I spoke
to them, and they actually created for dance of urgency project of video essay,
that they said that for them was always about reclaiming the beat, reclaiming
the African drum that was taken out of the black community in states because
it wasn't allowed to use it because it was considered to be a tool for starting a
rise of slaves against the slave owners. So it was like a de suspicious strange
object that produces sounds that are not understood to the white man. So it
was very interesting, if you think of jazz and rock and roll and hip hop, and
even electronic music and techno, that beat that we all move to, somehow
originates from the African drum. So that repetition and the bouncing is for me,
crucial element in synchronizing, some music does better than others. But for
me, I needed bouncing orientation in a way it's like it's even if you reduce it
just that bouncing it's like it holds you there's like, yeah..

[ Yun ] Cool, thanks for that, so unfortunately, we have run out of time. We've
had such a great time talking to you. We weren't able to get to Michael and
Christians questions, but you basically answered them all. So..

[ Rae ] Yeah.

[ Yun ] Yeah, thanks again Bogomir. Yeah, we'll see you around, hopefully at a
party.

[ Rae ] Yeah hopefully at a Party.

[ music plays in the background ]

[ Bogomir ] Sorry, I actually forgot to mention what is the dance of urgency.
So I'm just gonna finish with: dance of urgency is a dance that rises in terms of



personal and collective crisis. And the aim of such a dance is to empower
individuals and groups. So my research trip finally brought to that definition,
but it was a long, long dance.

[ Yun ] And that's a great place to end.

[ Bogomir ] Thank you. Thank you.

[ music increases ]

[ Rae ] So that was Bogomir Doringer on his research project, I dance alone.
You can follow his work in the links in our show notes.

[ Yun ] Tune in next week when we talked to Khalil Ryahi on his career as a
Rotterdam party, animal and organizer. We want to thank Hans Poel for
recording and editing for recording and editing these podcasts, Nia
Konstantinova for doing our PR machine, Denise Lee for designing the
banner, Sarafina van Ast for transcribing our podcasts.

[ Rae ] Thanks, Mondriaan Fonds for supporting our program. And last but not
least, thanks to all of you listeners out there tuning in.

[ Yun ] Once again. I am Yun Lee.

[ Rae ] And I'm Rae Parnell.

[ Yun ] And this was BARTALK. See you next week.

[ music fades ]


